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PHABULOUS PHANTOMS PHOREVER 
 
F-4 PHANTOM SAYS GOODBYE 
 
'And the sky was crying...'  
 
With the outphasing of the German Luftwaffe F-4F, the active duty of this cold war 
icon in European air space is almost history with only the Greek Air Force remaining 
as a Phantom operator and ofcourse some other examples are still flying in Turkey. 
As a type on it's own the Phantom was best known as the Vietnam warbird used by 
the Americans. In Europe The German Luftwaffe Phantom soldiered on for a long 
time and was outstanding through the years for the German air force, defending the 
airspace and as QRA (Quick Reaction Alert) guard. The type served in several 
versions and was tasked with several duties through the years.  
 
SERVING THE AIR FORCE FOR A LONG TIME 
 
A total of 175 F-4F’s, 10 F-4E’s (training in USA) an 88 Rf-4E’s were in service since 
1971. The Luftwaffe equipped two reconnaissance squadrons (Ag 51 & 52 
Bremgarten and Leck) with the RF-4E, two bomber wings (JaboG 35 & 36 at 
Pferdsfeld and Rheine-Hopsten) and four fighter squadrons (JG-71, 72, 73 and 74 at 
Wittmund, Hopsten, Pferdsfeld and Neuburg an der Donau) with the F-4F. 
The Reconnaissance and ground attack task were given to the Tornado and some of 
the Phantoms were handed over to Greece or Turkey. For the fighter role the 
Eurofighter Typhoon was determined to replace the F-4F Phantom but finally it took 
far more time to realize the latter. The F-4F had to fill in the gap for some time but 
proved a reliable aircraft through the years. Off course the fighter capability was 
limited when compared with later generations fighter aircraft designed for dog fight 
and equipped with fly-by-wire controls. Nevertheless the F-4F could obtain its 
position as an air defender thanks to modernisation programs giving the type a 
beyond visual range capability and so avoiding appearance in the dog fight theatre.  
 
The so-called ‘Improved Combat Efficiency (ICE) modernisation as a Service Life 
Extension Program (SLEP) commenced in 1991-1992 to upgrade F-4F ‘s air-to-air 
capabilities involved an new APG-65 radar and AIM-120 AMRAAM rockets. The latter 
was giving a higher thread to the Phantom and the rocket showed later to be a fierce 
weapon in air warfare. However target identification without visual had to be cleared 
by another aircraft such as an AWACS or by ground control because the Phantom 
just had no IFF interrogator installed. This was a serious weakness. JG-71 performed 
QRA on 24/7 readiness for years and was part of NATO’s Immediate Reaction Force 
and had to be ready to deploy 12 aircraft on five days notice. The Phantoms of JG-71 
took part in air policing operations over the Baltic region (2009) and Iceland (2010). 
Gradually the F-4 was leaving Luftwaffe units and the Typhoon entered instead. JG-
71 ‘Richthofen’ named after the legendary World War 1 pilot Manfred von Richthofen 
alias the ‘Red baron’ was the last Luftwaffe unit to have the F-4F operational and 
something had to be done to remember this by. 
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SPECIAL COLOURS FOR FAREWELL 
 
A special blue-gold coloured 'Pharewell Phantom' was created, making the crews 
very proud on it. Also a special ceremony as a farewell was felt to be necessary to 
honour the legendary Phantom and so a special air event with appearance in the sky 
of the Phantom in a farewell flight was arranged on 29th June for the public. The day 
before was meant to be as a farewell day for press and many many spotters and 
plane enthousiasts. All places in- and around Wittmund were chock-full, loaded with 
people out of so many countries amongst it England. The UK is an aviation country 
pre-emninently, and it seemed that the airfield was taken by the English... All hotels 
and pensions were occupied and the streets seemed overcrowded with cars of 
people that stayed overnight from friday to saturday. For hours the spotters arrived 
friday to the base, trying to make some nice pictures and enjoy the fact that one 
could walk over a military base, though sadness over the fact that the F-4 was in it's 
last days made the sky crying, and the rain showered heavily it's tears over planes 
and visitors. However saturday the weather improved a little in the afternoon, and the 
about 200.000 visitors came to see the last flights of the Phantoms, and some other 
planes gave 'acte-de-presence' in the sky as well. It was a warm good-bye, where the 
Phantoms finally passed the public taxying very near in a parade over the taxiway, 
waving goodbye to the public. Three generations of people witnessed these 
memorable moments.   
 
COMMANDER GERHARD ROUBAL: PAST PRESENT AND FUTURE 
 
As we talked to the weapon system officer (WSO) of this airplane Gerhard Roubal 
one day before his farewell flight he mentioned the qualities of the airplane.  
The Phantom is an aircraft that needs do be flown by a pilot with experience. You 
need 60 % of your awareness just to fly the aircraft and so only 30% remains to deal 
with the sensors and radar and other avionics. That is why there was a second seat 
for WSO. Ofcourse the flying characteristics against modern aircraft in aerial combat 
are outdated. The design is of long time ago. Even a young pilot only one day flying 
in a Eurofighter will beat us easily. The best quality of the Phantom was in low level 
attack missions. Gerhard experienced several times low level high speed missions 
just a few meters above the sea and the aircraft was as stable as it could be.  
 
This was also a major requirement when it was designed, originally as a naval fighter 
for de U.S. Navy but later in several air forces as low level interdictor above the sea 
and land it fitted in the policy of those days that a mass attack on low level would 
ensure retaliation after being attacked by the enemy. Nowadays attacking is a matter 
of smart weapons and from far distance with cruise-weapons and beyond visual 
range rockets. The aerial fight is today on highly agile aircraft and smart weapons. 
The Phantom survived until now and leaves it to the successors. The Goodbye-day 
was marked by a special fly-by where the 'leaving Phantoms' were accompanied by 
two Eurofighters 'new-comers'. Many things have changed in the years,  in 
techniques, warfare, insights and enemies. Take the cold war that was responsible 
for on one hand an 'almost' war at global scale and throug this on the other hand it 
brought a complete revolution and development in technical fields. From the about 1 
million flying hours in total in the German F-4's, 'Richthofen Jagdgeschwader 71' took 
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280.000 hours on it's account ! The 'enemy of today' is no longer to be fought by the 
'golden oldies', as there were in German arsenal the F-86 Sabre, the F-104 
Starfighter, the T-33 Shooting Star (trainer) and now the F-4 Phantom. Commander 
Roubal has mixed feelings about the dissapearance of the Phantom, but also he 
spoke about his good feeling for the people around Wittmund.  
 
Of course a military airfield, any airfield leads to sound production, though the 
Eurofighter is a much quiter plane, it produces about one third of the noise of the F-4. 
It is also two/third friendlier to  the environment. The Phantom could never hide itself 
because of it's sound and smoke-trail. Next to that and very important, the town and 
airfield Wittmundhafen as well as additional properties both in the district of Wittmund 
takes care of much empoyment on- and around the base. This will remain with the 
coming of the Typhoon and not lead to erosion of business in 'Ost-Friesland'.  
 

VISITORS POSITIONED FOR THE SHELTERS 
 
The farewell event collected the last Phantoms to Wittmund, among them were two 
flight test beds from WTD-61. One was in an orange-black colour-scheme while the 
other in standard colours was fitted with several sensor pods. Two other Phantoms 
were painted in the typical colours from the early decades of service in the Luftwaffe, 
making treasures to photographers. The farewell flight was making an exception on 
the German rule not to fly with fast jets for public display. The last Phantoms will fly 
on the fifth of June from Wittmund to Jever and will be scrapped from there. Three 
examples will stay on display somewhere and JG-71 will be re-equipped with the 
Eurofighter Typhoon. The emphasis now in the time to come is expanding knowledge 
and experience of the Eurofighter pilots, technicians and ground crews . This 
commitment to the readiness and defense capability to ensure in different areas and 
stages as in peace-, crisis- and wartime if ever occurred. JG-71 will concentrate the 
coming time on the special demands such as QRA, neccessary to fulfill their tasks 
and therefor participate in different exercises also in regular NATO connection. 
 

PHENOMENAL PHANTOMS PHOREVER ! 
 
In spite of the fact that the machines were flown to Jever for the very last time to be 
scrapped, the F-4 Phantom will be remembered as a remarquable plane. It never 
flew  without it's even remarquable smoke trail behind it and the everlasting love of 
the crews that flew it. We can only thank this plane and it's crews for the services in 
all the years, and the last word we dedicate to this howling wolf will be: 'Phantastic !' 
 
 
Kees Otten, Wim Das & Koos Heemskerk 
                              


